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4 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

1 Comparing protein structures

The Protein DataBank (PDB) contains a wealth of structural information
(Berman et al., 2000). In order to investigate the similarity between different
proteins in this database, one can compare the primary sequence through
pairwise alignment and calculate the sequence identity (or similarity) over
the two sequences. This strategy will work particularly well if the proteins
you want to compare are close homologs. Knowledge of sequence similarity
is widely used in for example the Pfam database (Finn et al. 2014, see Chap-
ter “Data Resources for Structural Bioinformatics”): Pfam cluster similar
proteins into families based on the sequence of the protein. However, in
this chapter we will explain that a structural comparison through structural
alignment will give you much more valuable information, that allows you
to investigate similarities between proteins that cannot be discovered by
comparing the sequences alone.

Furthermore, we will discuss the challenges in understanding how similar
two structures are based on structural information alone (i.e. the atomic
coordinates, see also Figure 3.1); this means we do not use any sequence
information on the two proteins. Using solely the structure for comparison
poses a difficult computational problem due to the many possible ways to
align the structure. However, structural comparison is generally considered
to be more reliable and evolutionary accurate than a comparison based on
sequence similarity.

Figure 3.1: Structural alignment deals with the problem of determining how similar
two structures are – based on the atomic coordinates alone (no sequence informa-
tion).

1.1 Structure is more conserved than sequence

One of the reasons why structural comparison is valuable, is that structure
is generally more conserved than sequence. In evolution, selection pressure

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023
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1. COMPARING PROTEIN STRUCTURES 5

Figure 3.2: Structure is more conserved than sequence. Left: The output of a
structural alignment program, Combinatorial Extension (CE). These two proteins
(orange and cyan) have, as you see, a similar structure. They are both rhodopsins,
and they have a similar function (light detection). However,their sequence identity
(right) is less than 5%. This is below the similarity you would expect from two
random sequences. Note that one would not be able to align these proteins using
sequence identity alone. One can see that the positioning of the helices are very well
conserved between the two structures, but that there is much more variability in
the loops (both in structure and in length). The two proteins are bovine rhodopsin
(PDB:1L9H, in orange) and sensory rhodopsin (PDB:1GUE, in cyan). Website at
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/workbench/workbench.do

acts on the function of a protein. If unfolded, the majority of proteins will
lose their function. Moreover, it may be dangerous for the cell if a protein is
partially folded or misfolded because hydrophobic residues would be exposed
leading to the protein aggregation. This effectively puts an evolutionary
pressure on the ability of a protein to fold into a functional state and on the
folding process itself (Tartaglia and Vendruscolo, 2009).

Structure being more conserved than sequence has several important
consequences for methods in structural bioinformatics. This importance is
for example illustrated by the large number of structure prediction methods
that use these principles as a foundation, and also by the design principles of
structural classification databases. Importantly, distant evolutionary rela-
tions between two proteins are more easily observed by comparing structures
rather than sequences.

An example of structure conservation without sequence conservation is
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6 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

demonstrated in Figure 3.2, which shows the typical output of a structural
alignment program. Two homologous proteins, i.e., with common ancestor,
are aligned with the structural alignment program Combinatorial Extension
(CE, by Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998, on the left) and superimposed on top
of each other (on the right). Note that the sequence identity between the
proteins is very low; so low in fact, that two random sequences aligned by
sequence similarity would give a similar score. However, from the structural
comparison in Figure 3.2, it is clear that the structures are much alike. In
this case, only the structural alignment allows the correct identification of
common ancestry for these two proteins.

2 Structural superposition

The simplest manner to compare two different configurations of a protein is
by generating a structural superposition of the two structures. In this section
we will focus on the superposition problem, i.e. how to ”overlay” two protein
structures in 3D space (see Figure 3.3). Keep in mind that if we want to
superimpose two structures, we need a mapping between the residues of each
structure ( i.e. an alignment - but not based on the sequence). In the next
section, Structural alignment, we will see how we can compare structures if
we do not have an alignment.

2.1 PDB coordinates as a structure representation

In Chapter “Data Resources for Structural Bioinformatics” we will see how
a protein structure may be represented and stored in a PDB record in more
detail. For now it is enough to know that the structure is recorded in the
PDB file by assigning an x, y and z coordinate for each atom (Equation 1).
Hence each atom can be represented by a positional vector p ∈ R3 in three
dimensional space, such that p = (px, py, pz).

Note that a protein structure can be rotated as a rigid body, without
changing the interatomic distances. It is up to the experimentalist who
created the PDB file to record what the frame of reference is, as any arbi-
trary rotation and translation may be given. Comparing the rotation and
translation of two different protein structures is a key part of the structural
superpositioning. Before we go into any more detail, we will first need a
score to evaluate the similarity of two protein structures.

2.2 A score for comparing protein structures – RMSD

The root mean square deviation (RMSD), is one of the simplest measures to
score the similarity of two protein structures. RMSD calculates the squared
difference between two sets of atoms. In practice, a single representative

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023
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2. STRUCTURAL SUPERPOSITION 7

Figure 3.3: Superimposing two protein structures. The lines represent pro-
teins that need to be aligned and the red dots indicate their calculated center of
mass. The superposition problem is explained by figures A), where we need to find
the ”best” overlay in which the the two structures can be compared. C) shows
a solution to the problem. The process of superimposing two structures: A) The
centers of mass for the proteins are calculated using Equation 2. B) The centers
of mass of both proteins are put in the same spatial coordinate. C) The protein
structures are superimposed.

© Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023 Intro Prot Struc Bioinf



8 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

atom per residue is chosen, i.e., C-alpha or C-beta atoms. The RMSD of
two structures V and W , given the residues mapping M , is given by:

RMSD(V,W ) =

√
1

n

∑
i∈M

∥vi −wi∥2

=

√
1

n

∑
i∈M

(vi,x − wi,x)2 + (vi,y − wi,y)2 + (vi,z − wi,z)2

(1)

Here we calculate the squared distance between atoms vi of structure V and
atoms wi of structure W . Note the sum over i runs over all matched pairs
M of atoms in the alignment of V and W ; the total number of matched
(aligned) residues is n. This means we need to know how the residues
correspond in the two different structures in order to calculate this score,
i.e. we need to know which wi we need to subtract from which vi.

2.3 Structural superposition and RMSD

The method of finding an optimal rotation and translation is called
structural superposition. An RMSD score between the two sets of atoms
is minimised to determine the optimal rotation. Hence, a superposition
algorithm provides the rotation that yields the best RMSD fit. Importantly,
structural superposition cannot identify the alignment or residues between
two protein structures; we will come back to this at the end of this section.

Note that the RMSD score only gives a measure of the dissimilarity be-
tween two protein structures, if they have first been superimposed; without
superposition, one would merely measure how far apart the structures are in
the given coordinate frame(s), as explained in Figure 3.3. More formally, a
measure for structural dissimilarity should be described as the ‘RMSD after
least-squares-fitting’, instead of simply using ‘RMSD’, but this is typically
omitted in research papers (and even most text books).

Figure 3.3 also illustrates how one of the two structures needs to be
translated and rotated in order to obtain a minimal RMSD between cor-
responding atom sets. The optimal translation can be found by simply
ensuring that the two centers of mass will fall on top of each other. The
coordinates for the center of mass of each structure, R ∈ R3, may be found
using Equation 2.

R =

∑i=N
i=0 miri∑i=N
i=0 mi

(2)

This is the mass-weighted average of the atomic positions ri; here N is the
total number of atoms, and mi is the mass of each atom i. Figure 3.4
exemplifies the meaning of the center of mass.

Since we are typically using a single type of atoms (i.e. C-alpha), the
masses (mi) in Equation 2 cancel out. Now we can calculate the directional

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023



2. STRUCTURAL SUPERPOSITION 9

Figure 3.4: Center of mass in molecules and humans. The center of mass is
the spatial position determined by the average of all the atoms in a system. The
center of mass of a molecule (left, black dot) is calculated the same way that a
center of mass for a human (right, green dot) would be calculated. Without going
into further detail, the center of mass is placed in the same location as the center
of gravity for most objects on Earth, including our bodies.

difference between the two centers of mass to calculate the required trans-
lation. Note that a translation in three-dimensional space means that one
needs to add or subtract an identical vector, in this case corresponding to
the center of mass, from the coordinates of all atoms.

Once the centers of masses have been superimposed, there exists a single
rotation that will minimize the RMSD. This rotation can be found exactly;
in practice, you need to transform three-dimensional coordinates, to 4D
quaternions (Kearsley, 1989), and solve an eigenvalue problem using the Ja-
cobi algorithm. We will not go through this method in detail, as it provides
little extra understanding of the practical problem. Computationally, it is
not very expensive to solve this problem: the exact solution can be found
in polynomial time.

Structural super-positioning can be used to compare protein structures
for which the mapping of residues is already known. For example, if we
want to compare snapshots in a simulation to the native protein structure,
we want to actually compare a protein with itself; hence the mapping of
the residues is trivial. Similarly, if we want to compare a model from a
structure prediction method, with the experimentally determined structure,
we would also use structural super-positioning directly. However, if we want
to compare (potentially) homologous proteins, the mapping of residues may
not be known, and we need structural alignment to generate such a mapping.

© Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023 Intro Prot Struc Bioinf



10 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

Figure 3.5: Structural superposition versus structural alignment. Left:
Structural superposition requires the structures of the proteins and an alignment
of the residues as input. Note that if the two structures originate from one protein
(and thus have the same sequence) the alignment of the residues is trivial. The
superposition method works by minimizing the RMSD, for which we need a mapping
(alignment) between the residues. The structural superposition will return two
structures in the same frame of reference, such that the RMSD may be calculated.
Right: Structural alignment takes the protein structures as its only input. The
method will try to match similar substructures between the proteins. It will return
an alignment, as well as a score for the (dis)similarity of two protein structures.

3 Structural Alignment

Structural alignment deals with the problem of generating a mapping be-
tween residues, or an alignment, based solely on the structure of two pro-

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023



3. STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENT 11

teins. Note that this mapping of residues is not a trivial task. One may
be tempted here to use the sequence as a reference. However, as illustrated
by Figure 3.2, this would be a poor choice, as the sequence similarity may
be very low for similar structures. Hence we would like to use structure
alone to map the corresponding residues (e.g. C-alpha or C-beta atoms) of
two structures to be superimposed. The problem of finding the optimal
match or alignment between the residues of two protein structures
is called structural alignment.

A typical output of a structural alignment method will therefore pro-
vide an alignment of the residues, based on the structure of the backbone
alone. Typically, also a superposition of the two structures will be given
as an output, as well as a structural alignment score. Please also consider
Figure 3.5 for an explanation of the difference between structural alignment
and structural superposition.

The problem of structural alignment is computationally much more dif-
ficult to solve than the superposition problem. In fact, it has been sug-
gested to belong to a class of computational problems that is called NP-hard
(Hasegawa and Holm, 2009). In practice, this means that the time required
for the computation grows exponentially with the size of the input (protein
lengths in this case). A consequence is that for many real sized proteins, of
about 200-300 residues, it would be very difficult to find the optimal solu-
tion, since it is computationally too expensive to search through all possible
structural alignments. However, some methods can provide exact solutions
for real size proteins (Wohlers et al., 2012).

Computational complexity of structural alignment versus se-
quence alignment

Note that the pairwise structural alignment problem is very differ-
ent in terms of computational complexity from the pairwise sequence
alignment problem. For the latter problem we can find an optimal so-
lution, by filling in the dynamic programming matrix. Using dynamic
programming, the pairwise sequence alignment problem can be solved
exactly in O(n · m) time for aligning one sequence of length n with
one of length m, since n ×m operations need to be calculated to fill
in the dynamic programming matrix.

The difference between these two alignment problems is that there
are no natural local bounds in structural alignment. Imagine that we
have an already aligned region of the sequence. For sequence align-
ment, if we change the alignment outside this region, no change of
scoring will take place inside the already aligned region. However, with
structural alignment, the introduction of a gap outside the aligned re-

© Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023 Intro Prot Struc Bioinf



12 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

gion may also affect the score of the already aligned region, due to
residues outside the already aligned region that are close in 3D space
(but not in sequence space).

3.1 The three key components of structural alignment

Structural alignment methods all contain three crucial parts: a suitable
structural representation for the proteins, a method to optimize a similarity
measure and a (statistical) score for protein structure similarity (Marti-
Renom et al., 2009). Plenty of different representations, methods and mea-
sures have been used to tackle the problem of structural alignment; here, we
will give a brief overview of some of the most important strategies.

3.2 Structure representation and contact maps

In order to find a good structural alignment, methods typically encode the
structure of both proteins into a representation that can be more easily
compared between residues of the two proteins. Note that it is important
that this representation is invariant to the frame of reference, otherwise it
difficult to compare substructures; hence, the c-alpha coordinates are not
suitable.

An example of a suitable representation is the contact map, or contact
matrix. Note that such a contact map is defined for a single protein struc-
ture, not for a pair of structures.

A contact can be defined as two residues that are close in three-dimensional
space. We can now create a contact map, by considering for each pair of
residues in a protein if they make a contact, see for example Figure 3.6.

A contact matrix, Ci,j , can be mathematically formalized as follows.

Ci,j =

{
1 if i and j make contact

0 otherwise
(3)

Here all possible residues pairs (i,j) are considered in a single protein struc-
ture. A cutoff of around 7 Åis typically used to define which residues are in
contact.

From such a map, secondary structure elements may be recognized: for
example, alpha-helices can be identified as a diagonal line adjacent to the
diagonal. This is because in a helix there is a typical hydrogen bonding
pattern of residue i and i+ 4 along the sequence, see also Figure 3.6.

We can compare the local three-dimensional surroundings of a residue
by considering the contacts. If residues in two different protein structures
have (locally) similar contact maps, they have similar substructures. Using
contact maps, the structural alignment problem can be redefined as the
problem to find an optimal alignment between two contact maps.

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023



3. STRUCTURAL ALIGNMENT 13

Figure 3.6: Contact map of a single protein. Here it can be observed which
atoms are “in contact” (closer than a set distance) in a protein structure. From
this figure it can be easily observed the the alpha helices close to the main diagonal,
and the interaction between residues due to the tertiary structure.

Similarly, a distance map or distance matrix may be defined for a protein
structure. In this case the matrix elements represent the distance between
residues, instead of the boolean value indicating if there is a contact or not.
The structural alignment method Dali (Holm and Laakso, 2016), which is
still considered to be highly accurate to this day, uses distance matrices to
represent structures Other examples of structure representation are c-beta
vectors as used in SSAP(Taylor and Orengo, 1989; Orengo and Taylor, 1996)
and URMSD vectors as used by MAMMOTH (Lupyan et al., 2005).

3.3 Heuristic optimization algorithms

Once we have a good structural representation in which two structures,
or the substructures thereof, can be compared, we can formulate structural
alignment as an optimisation problem and search for its solution. In the case
of the contact matrix, we would look for an alignment of residues in which
the corresponding residues have the most similar contact patterns. Since,
searching for this optimal solution is thought to be an NP-hard problem
(see previous section), performing an exhaustive search for the optimization
problem is computationally not feasible. Instead, one needs to use a heuristic
search strategy. Heursitic methods search for a good alignment, but can-
not guarantee that the solution is optimal. Many of such heuristic search
algorithms exist. Examples used for structural alignment are the branch
and bound algorithm (Wohlers et al., 2012) and Monte Carlo optimization.

© Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023 Intro Prot Struc Bioinf



14 CHAPTER 3. STRUCTURE ALIGNMENT

In addition, double dynamic programming (Orengo and Taylor, 1996) and
(single) dynamic programming (van Kempen et al., 2023) are also used as
optimisation strategies.

3.4 Statistical scoring of structural alignments

Next to the actual alignment, a structural alignment method will also pro-
vide a (dis)similarity measure for the two structures as an output. This is
typically based on the alignment score, and is closely related to the used
structure representation.

We described previously how RMSD can be used to score a structural
superposition. Once a structural alignment is made, we could use RMSD as a
measure to indicate how similar two proteins are. Most structural alignment
programs will provide the RMSD as an output value for the superposition
of the best structural alignment found.

However, there are some caveats with using RMSD as a measure for
structural similarity. Note that, RMSD between two protein structures de-
pends on the size of the proteins being compared. For two random struc-
tures, the average distance will become larger if the proteins being compared
are large (e.g. Maiorov and Crippen, 1995). A similar effect may occur when
one of the proteins that is being compared has many residues far away from
the center of mass, for example if it has long loops. Hence, RMSD can be
very sensitive to these ‘outlier’ atoms or residues in the structure.

Apart from the RMSD, structural alignment methods will typically also
calculate a p-value or z-score, indicating how significant the structural align-
ment is. This is important, as the raw comparison scores (e.g. RMSD or
overlap in contact maps) are intrinsically length dependent. If we want to
see if two structures are significantly similar, this needs to be taken into ac-
count: two large structures only sharing two secondary structure elements
are typically not homologous.

One can estimate distributions of raw alignment scores over a set of
structural alignments between random (non-homologous) structures, for dif-
ferent sizes of structures. From these distributions, subsequent z-scores or
p-values may be derived. Note that sequence alignment methods follow a
similar strategy to derive statistical scores. For example, BLAST (Altschul
et al., 1997) uses statistical e-values in which database size, and sequence
length are accounted for.

4 Applications of structure comparison

Applications of structural comparison and alignment are diverse but mostly
concern the fields of evolutionary and structural biology. The majority of
structural comparison applications are used to detect remote homology. En-
tire protein classification databases such as SCOP (Andreeva et al., 2008),

Intro Prot Struc Bioinf © Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023



5. KEY POINTS 15

CATH (Dawson et al., 2017) and also the PDB (Berman et al., 2000) use
structural alignment methods to find and cluster structurally similar pro-
teins. With increasing database sizes, and the availability of a larger number
available predicted structures (Varadi et al., 2022), the speed of these meth-
ods becomes increasingly important (van Kempen et al., 2023). In Chapter
“Data Resources for Structural Bioinformatics” we will look at some of these
resources in more detail.

The identification of distant homology with structure alignment also
allows the prediction of protein’s functions, (Roy et al., 2012) and the clas-
sification of proteins with known structures. Structural comparison and
alignment ease the prediction of protein structure from the sequence, (Ma
et al., 2012, 2013) and enable the identification of structure patterns and the
observation of protein folding space (Yang and Honig, 2000; Kolodny et al.,
2006). A less known but significant application of structural comparison
and alignment is the recognition of binding sites (Wass et al., 2010).

5 Key points

• Structural superposition can be used to calculate the RMSD or another
similarity metric between two structures, and requires a mapping be-
tween residues to do so.

• Structural alignment is used to determine a mapping between residues
based on structure alone.

• Structure provides better insight into evolutionary processes because
structure is more conserved than sequence.

• Contact maps can be used to represent a protein structure and its
substructures in a rotation invariant fashion.

• Heuristic methods for score optimization are employed in structural
alignment to make computational costs feasible.

6 Further reading

For a full overview please see Structural Alignment Chapter by Marti-Renom
et al. (2009) in the book “Structural Bioinformatics” by Gu and Bourne
(2009).

© Feenstra & Abeln, 2014-2023 Intro Prot Struc Bioinf
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